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ABSTRACT
On account of the variable topology and multi-terminal power supply in micro-grid, the fault diag-
nosis faces more and more challenges. Traditional fault location criteria are unsuitable and fault
diagnosis modelling is complex or poor versatility. Further on, the fault reasoning operation is time-
consuming. A high transplantable fault diagnosis model aiming at the fault features in micro-grid
is established in this paper, and a simple inference algorithm with good error-detecting capabil-
ity is proposed. Firstly, the fault location criterion based on current magnitude, current phase and
Distributed Generation’s current direction information is proposed, and the fault transient compo-
nent is adopted as a supplementary criterion. Secondly, a hierarchical Petri net model utilizing the
electrical information, relays’ and circuit breakers’ state information is accomplished. Themodel con-
sists of fault location layer and fault clearance layer. In order to increase the portability of themodel,
the collective processing for the breakers is implemented. Moreover, ‘bidirectional arrowhead arc’ is
introduced to reduce the number of places to optimize the Petri netmodelwell. An improved redun-
dant coding Petri net reasoning algorithm is proposed based on the fault clearance layer of the Petri
net model. Finally, the validity of the method is verified through case analysis and comparison.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, various typesof distributedpower sources
are pollution-free and renewable, for example, photo-
voltaic power generation and wind power generation.
And their penetration rate in smart grids is increasing
(Zhang & Wang, 2016). The traditional distribution net-
work is amediumand lowvoltage systemwith single-end
power supply. The distribution network is changed into
double-end or multi-end power supply due to the dis-
tributed power supplies’ access. In addition, the network
topology and power flow direction of the distribution
network are changed. It leads to the traditional relay pro-
tection strategy not meet the requirement of timely fault
resection. In order to complete fault location timely and
accurately, the protection technology applicable to the
micro-grid and the corresponding fault diagnosis meth-
ods need tobe adjusted accordingly (Oureilidis &Demou-
lias, 2016; Sun & Cheng, 2015). Therefore, a diagnosis
method which can locate fault elements and discrimi-
nate the incorrect action information of protection and
circuit breaker is more significant, thereby facilitating the
efficient control on the system (Sheng, Zhang, & Gao,
2014).

Artificial intelligence technology has beenwidely used
in fault diagnosis due to its strong processing ability and
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learning capability. For instance, expert systems, neural
networks, genetic algorithms and so on. However, these
intelligent methods have some limitations when they are
applied to fault diagnosis in micro-grid (Wang, Wu, &
Wang, 2016). Petri net is an ideal tool to deal with dis-
crete and parallel events. It is widely used in power grid
fault diagnosis due to its graphical representation and
matrix operational reasoning. As early as 1991, Petri net
was applied to fault diagnosis of power system. Lo, Ng,
and Trecat (1997) proposed a newmethod based on Petri
net model to detect fault location of power grid. This
method can adapt to changing power grid structure and
configuration, and the reasoningprocess is greatly simpli-
fied. Furthermore, the fault processing time is shortened
by using the Petri net reasoning algorithm. In literature
(Calderaro, Hadjicostis, Piccolo, & Siano, 2011), the fault
location in smart grid utilizing the Petri net is carried out.
The misoperation and refusal of relays or circuit breakers
are inferred and discriminated by simple matrix opera-
tion. In this study, the influence of DG’ current direction
on fault location is considered, but the influence of DG’
number and position is not considered. A hierarchical
Petri net model based on the line protection information
with strong adaptability is established (Liu, Xuan, Wei, &
Tian, 2016), and the scale of the fault diagnosis model is
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reducedgreatly.Moreover, the intelligentweighted fuzzy
Petri net theory is used to make weight adaptive adjust-
ment, which greatly improves the accuracy of fault diag-
nosis results in this paper. A fault diagnosismethodbased
on improved fuzzy time Petri net is proposed and the
relays and circuit breakers action probability measure-
ment are defined (Liu, Gao, & Wang, 2016). Moreover, to
make the diagnosis more accurate, the matrix inference
algorithm with time information is used to discriminate
the relays and circuit breakers’ action information.

In order to solve the following problems: (a) the fault
location criteria in traditional distribution network is not
applicable or the fault location criteria in micro-grid is
not complete; (b) the fault diagnosis Petri net model
is complex and poor universality; (c) the timing infor-
mation for relays and circuit breakers are ignored, and
the fault reasoning is complex and time-consuming. In
this study, a more concise hierarchical Petri net model is
built, and the fault reasoning algorithm appropriate for
micro-grid based on redundancy embedded Petri net is
proposed.

2. Petri net and its modelling and inference

The static structure of the system in Petri net is called
base net, including three elements: place, transition
and flow relation. The base net is defined as N1 = (P,
T , F), and the marked net (Wu, 2006) is defined as N2 =
{P, T , F,K ,W ,M}, where P = {p1, p2 . . . pn} is the set of
places, T = {t1, t2 . . . tm} is the set of transitions, and
F = {f1, f2 . . . fn} is the directional arc between place and
transition, K is the capacity of a place which means the
maximum number of tokens contained in it,W is the set
of weights and the weight represents the token num-
ber consumed and passed to place after a transition
occurs(Yang, Heng, & Zang, 2010), M is the marking of
a Petri net, which denotes the number of tokens con-
tained in each place. A simple Petri net diagram is shown
in Figure 1.

In the Petri net modelling, the occurrence of transition
is also called firing. The firing represents the token in a
place is passed to another place, whichmeans the tokens’
consumption. The Petri net matrix operation reasoning is
used to infer the system state at any time utilizing state
evolution equation and the transition firing sequence.

Figure 1. The schematic diagram of basic Petri net.

The state evolution equation of a Petri net is defined as
follows:

Mi = M0 + ATX i (1)

where A = A+ − A−, here, A is the correlation matrix,
A+ = (a+

ij )n×m is the input matrix and A− = (a−
ij )n×m is

the output matrix (Wu, 2006).a+
ij and a−

ij are expressed as
follows:

a+
ij =

{
1, If there is a directed arc from ti to pj

0, other
(2)

a−
ij =

{
1, If there is a directed arc from pj to ti

0, other
(3)

3. Study on fault location criteria of micro-grid

Based on the wide area information, the fault location
criteria suitable for micro-grid are proposed. The crite-
ria include current amplitude and current phase, DG’s
current direction and transient current component.

3.1. Fault location criteria based on current
amplitude and phase

A three-terminal power supply micro-grid system is as
shown in Figure 2. The current amplitude and phase fault
location criteria based on the wide area information are
given as follows:

Q1 : current phase criteria :

∣∣∣∣∣∣arg
·
IAB
·
IAC

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 90◦ (4)

Q2 : current amplitude criteria : |
·
I1| > |

·
I2| (5)

If Q1 is satisfied, then the fault is located in the
upstream line. If Q1 is not satisfied but Q2 is satisfied,
then the fault is on the line 1, otherwise on the line 2.
If there are passive branches, whether the fault current
(which exceeds a certain threshold) flows through should

Figure 2. A three-terminal power supply system.
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be determined. Formultiple branches, the above location
method can be used between every two branches.

The current amplitude and phase fault location crite-
ria are translated into the ‘0–1’ 0–1 status information for
modelling. Whenmodelling, ‘0’ or ‘1’ means there is no or
one token in the place. They are expressed as follows:

P1 =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1, The current phase satisfies

the criterion Q1

0, The current phase dissatisfies

the criterion Q1

(6)

P2 =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1, The current amplitude

satisfies the criterion Q2

0, The current amplitude

dissatisfies the criterion Q2

(7)

3.2. Fault location criteria based onDG’s current
direction

Another criterion based on the DG’s current direction is
proposed. Relying on this criterion, the fault location can
bemore specific; furthermore, it can locate the fault at the
specific location on a branch.

A DG current information unit is defined to express all
DG information related toa certain line. TheplacePDG rep-
resents the ‘union’ of current direction information on all
lines with DG access and it is expressed as follows:

PDG =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1, The current on the line connected with

DG flows to the fault line

0, The current on the line connected with

DG doesn′t flow to the fault line
(8)

If there is no DG access on the branch or the DG exits,
whether fault current flows through the branch will be
judged. It is expressed as follows:

PC =
{
1, There is faulty current flows through

0 There isn′ t faulty current flows through
(9)

3.3. Fault location criteria based on transient
current component

The distributed generation is fluctuant and it has some
volatility. The uncertainty of its power and current will
affect the current amplitude and phase criterion pro-
posed in this paper. So the criteria based on transient
current component are proposed. On account of the
Kirchhoff’s law, the amplitude of zero sequence cur-
rent mutation on fault line is equal to the sum of zero

Figure 3. The capacitive current flow direction.

sequence current amplitude of non-fault line, which has
nothing to do with the current. So when current criterion
fails, based on the fault transient component, the fault
location can still accomplish correctly.

In network as shown in Figure 3, when a single-phase
ground short circuit fault occurs, the polarity of zero
sequence current mutation on fault line is opposite to
that on non-fault line. According to Kirchhoff’s law, the
amplitudeof zero sequence currentmutationon fault line
is equal to the sumof zero sequence current amplitude of
non-fault line (Lei et al., 2016). The position of the power
source is changed, so the distribution of capacitive cur-
rent is changed. But the transient zero sequence current
through the fault line 2 changed little. It is not affected
by DG access position and still values the sum of zero
sequence current on non-fault line.

Therefore, the location criterion based on fault tran-
sient component can be transformed into ‘0–1’ state
quantity information, which is shown as follows:

Pzt =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1, The zero sequence current flowing to the bus

is equal to the sum of others
′
capacitance

current to the earth and reverse

0, The zero sequence current flowing to the bus

isn′ t equal to the sum of others
′
capacitance

current to the earth or synclastic
(9)

4. Micro-grid fault diagnosis hierarchical Petri
net model

4.1. Hierarchical Petri netmodel

Combined with electrical information collected by wide
area measurement system and state information from
SCADA system, the weak robustness of online fault diag-
nosis system can be solved to a certain extent (Zhong
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Figure 4. The schematic diagram of a 10 kV micro-grid.

Figure 5. The fault diagnosis Petri net model of Line 2.

et al., 2015). Therefore, a layered modelling method uti-
lizing the electrical and state information is proposed in
this paper. A simple micro-grid is shown in Figure 4, and
it is taken as an example to build the Petri net model.

As shown in Figure 5, the fault diagnosis Petri net
model is divided into two layerswhich includes fault loca-
tion layer and fault removal layer. The fault location layer
is built byutilizing current criterion,DG’s current direction
criterion and the fault transient component criterion. The
fault removal layer is built byusing the logical relationship
between relays and circuit breakers. It should be noted
that the directional arc between P2 and t1 in Figure 5 is an
inhibitory arc. Unlike ordinary arc, no token in the place is
the necessary condition for transition firing.

In order to increase the portability of the model, the
integrated circuit breaker is processed in this paper.
That is, according to the junction analysis, the circuit
breakers associated with a certain component are clas-
sified according to the corresponding main protection,
local backup protection and remote backup protection,
respectively. And they are written into different sets. The
set CBm, CBp and CBs are defined to be the collection
of circuit breakers corresponding to the main protection,
local backup protection, remote backup protection. And
they are respectively corresponding to theplaceCBm,CBp
and CBs in the Petri net model. For example, in Figure 3,
CBm is the set of CB2.1 and CB2.2. The main protection
and the local backupprotectionare considered tobenon-
expansive protection and they send trip signal to same
circuit breakers, so CBp is also the set of CB2.1 and CB2.2
Remote backup protection is an expanded protection, so

Table 1. The temporal information of transitions.

Number Transition Time constraint (ms)

1 tu , td , tu−d , td−u 0
2 t1, t2, t3 0
3 t4 [260, 340]
4 t5 [10, 40]
5 t6 [950, 1070]
6 t7, t8, t9 [20,40]

the corresponding circuit breakers CB4.2, CB1.1and CB2.3
are included in CBs. After collection processing, the over-
all logical relationship between the protection relays and
the circuit breakers in the fault removal layer remains
unchanged.When the power grid structure changes, only
the information about circuit breakers inside the collec-
tion can be updated.

4.2. Model optimization

In order to make a fault diagnosis model more perfect,
the transition’ time information of a Petri net model is set
up by referring to the relay protection configuration prin-
ciple in traditional distribution network (Zhang, Zhang,
Wen, & Li, 2014). The temporal information of transitions
is shown in Table 1.

In order to verify the correctness of the fault removal
layer model, a test is completed. The transitions’ firing
delay time is set as follows: t3 fires immediately; the fir-
ing delay of t4, t5, t6 is 260, 10 and 950ms, respectively;
the firing delay of t7, t8, t9 is 20ms. It should be noted that
there is no state evolution interruption in the process of
simulation and only the final results of simulation are pre-
sented to illustrate the evolution state of the model for
lack of space. The simulation result is shown in Figure 6.

In Figure 6, the delay is 20ms and the transition t8 is
triggered. The tokens in CBm and L′

2 are consumed, at the
same time, a token is output to CB′

m. That is, the fault is
cleared by the circuit breakers corresponding to themain

Figure 6. The state of Petri net at 30ms.
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Figure 7. The simplified fault diagnosis model of Line 2.

protection. Therefore, it can be verified that the process
of fault clearance can be described correctly.

In order to further simplify the model, a ‘bidirectional
arrowheadarc’ is defined in this paper. Itmeans thatwhen
the transition fires, there will be tokens output to the pre-
place and the post-place, respectively.

A simplifiedmodel using a bidirectional arrowhead arc
is shown in Figure 7. And the bidirectional arc between
L2 andt3 accurately expresses that the online fault has
not been removed when the relay starts, the failure is
removed only when the corresponding circuit breakers
act. The bidirectional arc between CBm and t8 expresses
that the circuit breakers corresponding to main protec-
tion act to remove the failure. At the same time, a token
is output to the place CBm, which indicates the fault is
removed by the circuit breaker CBm finally. Obviously, it
can be seen that although the simplification reduces the
number of places, it does not affect the description of
fault removal process.

5. Improved redundant coding Petri net fault
reasoning

Based on the coding theory (Zhao & Liu, 2009), appropri-
ate redundancy places are embedded in original Petri net
in order to supervise the transition or place error in state
evolution. Finally, through calculating the check matrix,
the misoperation of protections or breakers are discrim-
inated (Ji, Liang, Yu, Bai, & Wu, 2016). In order to make
the transition fault in the model correspond to the sig-
nal loss or false action in the actual system, the following
two kinds of transition faults are introduced (AlMuhaini &
Heydt, 2012).

The post-condition failure: the transition occurs and
the token in the pre-place has been consumed, but no
token is placed in the post-place.

The pre-condition failure: the transition occurs and the
token is output in the post-place, while token in the pre-
place is not consumed.

Because the bidirectional arrowhead arc is introduced
in micro-grid fault diagnosis model, the action of relays
and circuit breakers can described perfectly only by the

transitions’ firing with temporal information. The pre-
condition failure of t4(t5, t6) is that the local backup pro-
tection (main, remote backup protection) acts but the
corresponding circuit breakers fails to start. And the post-
condition failure of t4(t5, t6) is that the local backup pro-
tection (main, remote backup protection) doesn’t act or
the action information is not collectedbymonitoring cen-
tre, but the corresponding circuit breakers start without
delay. The pre-condition failure of t7(t8, t9) is that the
circuit breakers corresponding to local backup protec-
tion (main, remote backup protection) act and the fault
is cleared, but the action information of circuit break-
ers can’t be collected. And the post-condition failure of
t7(t8, t9) is that the circuit breakers corresponding to local
backup (main, remote backup) protection does not oper-
ate and the fault was not removed, but the action infor-
mation of the breakers can’t collected by the monitoring
centre.

It can be seen that the transition firing will be enough
to express the action information of protections and
breakers and the logical relationship between them.
Therefore the place fault check does not have to be
carried out on account of the improving the reasoning
method in this paper.

5.1. The Redundant coding inferencemethod

The transformation relation between original net S and
redundant Petri net H is:

qh(t) =
[
In
C∗

]
qs(t) (11)

In normal state, the evolution equation of redundant
Petri net H is:

qh[t + 1] = qh[t] +
[

A+

C∗A+ − D∗

]
X(t)

−
[

A−

C∗A− − D∗

]
X(t) (12)

When post-condition failure or pre-condition failure
occurs, the evolution equations are respectively formula
(13) and (14):[

qh[t + 1] = qh[t] −
[

A+

C∗A+ − D∗

]
e−

]
(13)

qh[t + 1] = qh[t] +
[

A−

C∗A− − D∗

]
e+ (14)

where qh(t) and qs(t) are the state vector of the net H
and the state vector of net S respectively, In is an unit
matrix, A+ and A− are input and output matrix, respec-
tively, X(t) is the transition firing sequence, e− and e+
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are the fault indicator vectors, C∗ is a generator matrix
which can be constructed referring to literature (Wu &
Hadjicostis, 2005),D is the vandermondematrix (Jia, Yang,
Zheng, & Bi, 2017), and p is the minimum prime which
both greater than the row and the column.

D =
[
1 2 3 . . . m
1 22 32 . . . m2

]
mod p (15)

D∗ = −p · D (16)

The transition fault representation vector ST and the
check matrix S are respectively defined as follows:

ST = D · (e+ − e−) (17)

S = [−C∗ Id
] · qf [k] (18)

Finally, the vector S and ST are compared with D∗ or
−D∗ respectively to findout the samecolumnsor the sum
of several columns. Then, the transition corresponding to
this column or several columns has a fault. The transi-
tion corresponding to column inD∗ represents the refusal
action, while the transition corresponding to column in
−D∗ represents the malfunction.

5.2. Case study

Case 1: The alarm from SCADA are L2Rm acts at 53ms,
L2Rpacts at 360ms, L2Rsacts at 375ms, B3macts at 50ms,
CB1.1 acts at 105ms, CB2.1 acts at 384ms, CB2.2 acts at
135ms and 391ms, CB4.2 does not act.

(1) The information collective processing:

The information related to Line2 are R1 = {L2Rm, L2Rp,
L2Rs, CB2.1,CB2.2,CB4.2}, CBm = {CB2.1,CB2.2}, CBp =
{CB2.1,CB2.2} andCBs = {CB4.2}. The information related
to Bus3 are B3 = {B3m, L2Rp, CB1.1,CB2.1,CB4.2}, CB3m =
{CB1.1,CB2.1,CB4.2}.

Conclusions can be drawn from the alarm information
time inference: L2Rm and L2Rp act, but only relying on the
information collected the real action of the circuit break-
ers corresponding to main protection are unknown. The
circuit breakers corresponding to the local backup pro-
tection act. And the remote backup protection L2Rs acts,
but CBs does not act.

(2) According to the state evolution of redundant Petri
nets, the final state is as formula (19).

qh(6) = [
0 −1 0 0 1 0 0 −17 22

]T
(19)

(3) Finally, its check matrix and transition fault represen-
tation vector are calculated as follows:

S = (−C∗ Id
) · qh(6) = [−22 22

]T
(20)

ST = S = [−22 22
]T = −D∗(:, 4) + D∗(:, 6)

= [
44 55

]T + [−66 −33
]T

(21)

By comparison, it can be seen that: ST is equal to the
sum of the fourth column of−D∗ and the sixth column of
D∗, which means that the circuit breaker CBm refuses to
act and the relay L2Rs fails to act. Therefore, the diagnosis
results are as follows: L2Rm acts, and CBm refuses to act,
L2Rp andCBp act, then the fault is removed, but the remote
backup protection relay misoperates.
Case 2: L2Rm acts at 53ms, L2Rp acts at 360ms,CB1.1 acts at
105ms, CB2.2 acts at 135ms, CB4.2 acts at 210ms, CB2.1
acts at 384ms, CB2.2 acts at 391ms.

Conclusions can be drawn from the alarm informa-
tion time inference: the information related to Line 2 is
that L2Rm, L2Rp and CBp act, the state of CBm is unknown.
Therefore, there may still be information loss or refusal
information, although the timing information is correct.

The check matrix S and transition fault representation
vector ST are finally obtained based on redundant Petri
nets reasoning:

S = (−C∗ Id
) · qh(5) = [−66 −33

]T
(22)

ST = S = [−66 −33
]T = D∗·[

0 0 0 0 0 1 0
]T

(23)

By comparison, the sixth column of D∗ equals the vec-
tor ST . That is, the main protection acts, but CB2.1and
CB2.2 refuse to act at the correct delay interval. The fault
is removed by the breakers corresponding to the local
backup protection.

To illustrate the advantages, the method proposed in
this paper is compared with the traditional fault reason-
ing method and fault diagnosis method based on the
redundant embedded Petri net but uninvolved sequence
information, the results are as shown in Tables 2 and 3.

The diagnosis results utilizing the traditional method
are uncertain and only one possible diagnosis result is
listed in Table 3. However, the reasoning methods not
making full use of temporal information may get wrong
diagnosis results and have poor error-detecting capacity.
Themethodpresented in this paper candiscriminatemal-
operation of the relays and breakers only by carrying out
the transition fault reasoning. Correct results which are
consistent with the actual cases can be obtained. So the
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Table 2. Comparison of the method with other methods.

Methods Criteria Model object Reasoning process

The traditional method The current direction and current
direction of distributed power
supply

A certain line Place and transition fault reasoning
should be done, complex reasoning
process

Method based on the
redundant embedded
Petri net without time

Short circuit power direction and status
information of protections and
circuit breakers

Considering the location and
quantity of distributed power
access

Constant revision, slow reasoning

Methods of this paper Current phase and amplitude, current
direction information of distributed
power supply and fault transient
information

The upstream and downstream
connected with the same bus

Identify protection or breaker’s
misoperation effectively and only
carry out transition fault reasoning;
simply the calculation process

Table 3. Reasoning results of different methods.

Methods Diagnosis results of case 1 Diagnosis results of case 2

The traditional method L2Rm and L2Rp act correctly, CBm acts the fault is
removed by CB2.1 and CB2.2,L2RS malfunction.

L2Rm and L2Rp act correctly, CBm acts fault is
removed by CB2.1 and CB2.2, CBP malfunction.

Method based on redundant embedded
Petri net without time

L2Rm acts correctly CBmacts, the fault is removed
by CB2.1 and CB2.2, L2RmandL2RS malfunction.

L2Rm acts correctly, L2Rp malfunction, CBm acts
correctly the fault is removed by CB2.1 and
CB2.2.

Methods of this paper L2Rm and L2Rp acts correctly CBm refuses to act the
fault is removed by CBP , L2RS malfunction.

L2Rm and L2Rp acts correctly CBm refuses to act the
fault is removed by CBP .

methodproposed in this paper has better error-detecting
ability.

6. Conclusion

In order to achieve the fault diagnosis in micro-grid, the
electrical criteria are proposed for fault location. At the
same time the incorrect state information can be dis-
criminated. A micro-grid fault diagnosis Petri net model
is established and it is divided into fault location layer
and fault removal layer. Temporal information is consid-
ered, and the Petri net fault reasoning based on redun-
dant encoding theory is improved in this paper. Only the
transition fault reasoning is implemented to obtain reli-
able diagnosis results by the improved method. Finally,
through case studies andmethod comparison, themodel
is proved to be simple and visualized, and the reasoning
method has strong error-detection Capacity.
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